Welcome Message from the Program Chairs

Welcome to Orlando FL and the 27th Annual Conference of the Production and Operations Management Society (POMS)!

The theme of POMS 2016 Conference is “Innovative Operations in an Information and Analytics Driven Economy.” It highlights the challenges and opportunities emerging from the extensive data that has become available in the last few years. The plenary sessions, tutorials and technical talks are designed to help convey and expand the relevance and impact of these data in our teaching, research and practice.

We especially thank all the presenting authors – you make this another unique conference in POMS history. Over 1800 abstracts were submitted, and we have registered participants from at least 49 different countries. This is yet another record setting conference for our vibrant community. We are confident that you will find many interesting talks from which you will learn about the latest developments in your field from researchers around the globe.


We would also like to thank the following colleagues for their support and contributions: Conference chair, Nitin Joglekar; Leaders in Practice Session Chairs, Nichole DeHoratius and Mohan Sodhi; Emerging Scholars Program Chair, Jack Kanet; Proceedings Editors, Amit Kakkad and Christian Rossetti; Vice President of Meetings, Bharat Kaku; Doctorial Consortium Chair, Rachna Shah; and Associate Vice President of Sponsorship, Shailesh Kulkarni. Very special thanks go to Ken Klassen, Scheduling Chair, who has been a reliable asset for every track chair, session chair and author, and to Sushil Gupta, Executive Director of POMS, on whom every one of us relies. Without all of their help, this conference would not have been possible. Finally, we thank all of the volunteering doctoral students for helping increase the presence of our community in Social Media. Follow us in Facebook (POMSSociety) and Twitter (@POMSSociety) for conference updates and individual track discussions.

Again, welcome to the meeting, and enjoy your time in Orlando, FL. We hope you enjoy the warm weather and the hospitality of the sunny state.
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